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Abstract: In this report, we examined diamagnetic and anti-diamagnetic (paramag-
netic) properties of magnetosonic modes in anisotropic ﬂuid pressure condition by
incorporating double adiabatic equations of state. In the context of liner perturba-
tions, it is found that there appear two wave modes corresponding to a slow phase
velocity and a fast phase velocity as is resembled to those in isotropic plasmas. For the
fast phase velocity mode, pressure perturbations and ﬁeld perturbations exhibited
paramagnetic relations, similarly to isotropic plasmas. For the slow phase velocity
mode, paramagnetic properties appear, unlike the isotropic case, at higher plasma beta
part of lower pressure anisotropy (perpendicular/parallel) region.
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+. Introduction
In the midnight magnetosphere, slow mode waves were often observed as common
disturbances of the magnetic ﬁeld lines (e.g. Nakamizo and Iijima, ,**-). Meanwhile,
earthward fast plasma ﬂows that are thought to carry a major substorm energy ﬂux
toward the earth are often observed in the magnetotail region (Nakamura et al., ,**+).
In addition, the earthward fast plasma ﬂows carry a dipolarization front (Nakamura
et al., ,**,). The dipolarization front can be regarded as a tangential discontinuity as
the pressure balance is maintained and no plasma ﬂows is found across the front
(Sergeev et al., +330). Therefore, it is reasonable to interpret a tangential discontinuity
as a large amplitude slow mode wave. We expect that slow mode and/or tangential
discontinuity are common disturbances in the magnetotail region. On the other hand,
low and high energy plasmas have been reported to behave di#erently in the midnight
magnetosphere. During increased emission of auroral in ground optical data, electron
ﬂuxes in *.*// keV range dropped while those in -*-1 keV enhanced at Geos-, satellite
conjugate to the ground observation (Shepherd et al., +32*). The electron ﬂux modu-
lations were observed by ATS-0 at Pi, frequency range in association with ground Pi,
onset. The modulations at the geosynchronous altitudes were out of phase below and
above / keV (Arnoldy, +320). The high energy ﬂux increase and simultaneous pressure
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decreases in plasma sheet are well-known signatures during substorm expansion. The
decrease is attributed to a reduction of plasma particles in lower energy ranges from
plasma sheet ﬂux tube (Lyons et al., ,**-).
In this report, we examine ﬁrst order perturbations of magnetosonic waves in
anisotropic plasmas based on compressive-mode analysis introduced by Kadomtsev
(+310). The magnetosonic waves can carry divergence of the cross-ﬁeld plasma
displacement x. The plasma displacement accompanies a change of ﬁled magnitude
and plasma density. We show that those two quantities vary in parallel or oppositely in
more complex way in slow mode perturbations. We suggest that a di#erent behavior of
plasmas in di#erent energy ranges that was often observed in the magnetotail can be
attributed to diamagnetic nature inherent in the plasmas therein.
,. MHD equations in anisotropic plasmas
We examine ﬁeld-aligned ﬂow acceleration by assuming anisotropic plasma pressure
condition (P*,+P*,+z). Here,  and z denote “perpendicular” and “parallel” to the
ﬁeld lines. The su$x “*” and “+” indicate the background and perturbed quantities.
We start with the ﬁeld-aligned acceleration of the plasma ﬂow by the following
equation (e.g. Parks, +33+).
r
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Here, b is unit vector of the magnetic ﬁeld B, r is mass density, Vz is ﬁeld-aligned
velocity. The second term of the right-hand side of the equation can also be written as
(PzP)
B
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the ﬁeld lines in anisotropic plasma can be given by the equation (e.g. Parks, +33+)
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Here, j is a current vector.
The ﬁeld equation is given by
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In addition, plasma motions normal and along the ﬁeld lines are assumed to be
decoupled. This condition leads to double adiabatic equations of state given by (e.g.
Parks, +33+)
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We will derive ﬁrst order perturbations from eqs. (+) through (/) assuming
uniform background ﬁeld geometries and uniform distribution of background plasma
density, pressure. The pressure is however anisotropic. The ﬁrst order perturbations
are expressed as,
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Note that the su$x “*” and “+” indicate the background and perturbed quantities. We
assume no background ﬂow, V* and no background currents, J*. The ﬁrst term of
right-hand side of eq. (,) may be expressed as (Kadomtsev, +310),
 +
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By introducing the plasma displacement x, ﬁrst order quantities of ﬁeld vector and ﬁeld
magnitudes can be written as (Kadomtsev, +310),
B+B*divxB*
(x
(z
 (0)
B+B*divx
 (1)
The eq. (1) can be obtained by substituting the eq. (0) into the following relation.
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The density perturbations can be readily obtained from the continuity equation as,
r+r*divx
 (2)
Substituting the above expressions into eqs. (+) to (/), the ﬁrst order equations of
motion along and perpendicular to the ﬁeld lines in (+) and in (,) can be written as,
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To take a divergence of the eqs. (3) and (+*), we have the following expressions.
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Here, C,
P*
r*
, C,z
P*z
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, and C,A
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. m* is magnetic permeability in vacuum.
We assume that the ﬁrst order quantities vary as,
eiwtikr
Here, w and k are angular frequency and wave vector of the perturbations.
Then, eqs. (++) and (+,) can be expressed as follows.
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Equations (+-) and (+.) can be written as,
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Those two eigen-values correspond to fast phase velocity () and slow phase
velocity () mode, referred hereafter as fast and slow mode (see Fig. +). For the slow
mode, we may have unstable conditions as the eq. (+1) becomes negative at a particular
condition. For nearly parallel propagation, this condition takes place when perpendic-
ular pressure decreases to the value below .* of parallel pressure. Contrarily, when
the perpendicular pressure exceeds the parallel pressure by the factor more than 0, the
perturbation becomes unstable again. Those instabilities could be classiﬁed as garden-
hose (or ﬁre-hose) instability and mirror instability (e.g. Stix, +30,), respectively. In
this study, however, we examined the characteristics of the plasma perturbations by not
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taking account of the stable/unstable conditions.
For respective eigen-values, a set of eigen-vectors, kzxz and k x can be given.
Instead of showing a lengthy mathematical expression of eigen-vectors, we show in Fig. ,
a plot of those eigen-vectors for the case of nearly parallel propagation (q/) as a
function of pressure anisotropy, a P*
P*z
. The plasma-beta (b: a ratio of plasma/
magnetic pressures) is selected to be +.*. To calculate the plasma-beta, the plasma
pressure P* is given by P*P*P*z.
Fig. +. Polar-plot of (w/k), (w is angular frequency, k is wave vector) for fast and slow modes.
Pressure anisotropy (a) and plasma beta (b) is assumed to be *.3+ and 0.*, respectively.
Note that slow mode becomes unstable when pressure anisotropy was below *.- and above 0.1
(see text).
Fig. ,. Plot of kx and kzxz for fast mode wave (left-hand panel) and for slow mode (right-hand
panel) as a function of pressure anisotropy a. Plasma beta (b) is assumed to be +.*.
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-. Field magnitude and plasma density perturbations
Field magnitude and density perturbations (B+ and r+) in eqs. (1) and (2) can be
written using the eigen-vectors as,
B+iB*kx (1)
r+ir*kxir*kxkzxz (2)
In Fig. -, we plot B+ and r+ as a function of pressure anisotropy. For this case, plasma
beta is assumed to be ..,.
Figure -a is for fast mode, while Fig. -b is for slow mode. Both are assumed to be
propagating nearly parallel to the ﬁeld lines (q/	). It is apparent for slow mode that
B+ and r+ varied oppositely above a+.., while they changed in parallel below it.
Therefore, diamagnetic properties are seen to occur above a+.., while the paramag-
Fig. -a. Plot of kx and kx for fast mode wave as a function of pressure anisotropy a. The
terms kx and kx are proportional to B+ and r+, respectively. Plasma beta (b) is
assumed to be ..,.
Fig. -b. Same as Fig. ,a but for slow mode wave.
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netic properties appeared below it. Such changes can not be seen for fast mode. Only
the paramagnetic properties appeared. We demonstrate in Fig. . a critical line that
separates diamagnetic and paramagnetic regions in a and b plane for a nearly parallel
propagation (q/). The asymptotic line at a, shifts toward left with increasing
angle of the propagation. It is apparent that the paramagnetic properties appeared only
at higher plasma beta part in lower pressure anisotropy region. Such a mixture was
found to occur only for slow mode waves.
.. Summary and discussion
It was found in anisotropic plasmas that slow mode wave shows mixture of
diamagnetic and paramagnetic properties, unlike those in isotropic plasmas. Those
wave properties are schematically illustrated in Fig. /, where waves are assumed to
propagate with the angle of q/. It is supposed that plasmas were compressed and
decompressed together with the compression and decompression of magnetic ﬁeld lines.
A ﬁeld-aligned plasma ﬂow modiﬁes those density perturbations. For slow mode, the
Fig. .. Plot of the line in ab plane that sepa-
rates diamagnetic and paramagnetic region
for nearly parallel propagation (q/).
The vertical line at a, is an asymptotic
line.
Fig. /. Schematic illustration of the ﬁeld line perturbation (solid lines) and associated plasma density
peaks (spots) overlapped in the ab plane shown in Fig. .. Wave form is symmetric across the
ﬁeld lines, because of oblique propagation.
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ﬂow along the ﬁeld lines is toward a weaker ﬁeld region as it was driven by magnetic
mirror force. This may occur in lower beta region below *./. In higher beta region
above *./, however, the density modulation associated with the ﬁeld line compression
and decompression may sustain the paramagnetic perturbations. Nonetheless, diamag-
netic perturbations may appear at large pressure anisotropy region, because the magnet-
ic mirror force increased. For fast mode, however, the ﬂow along the ﬁeld lines is
toward a compressed ﬁeld region as it was driven by parallel pressure force acting on a
changing area of the ﬂux tube. Therefore, the paramagnetic nature is unchanged.
We employed double adiabatic equations of state to examine plasma perturbations
in anisotropic pressures. Because those equations are valid in the magnetized plasmas,
we should be careful in application of the present result to the conditions where the
particle orbit is chaotic and deﬁnition of gyration around the ﬁeld lines becomes
meaningless.
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